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New version of Opus’s electronic drivers log system launched at CeBIT 
 
 

- BMW AG to use the system in Germany and Switzerland 
 
Opus launched a new version of the company’s electronic drivers log system 
TripLogPRO during last weekend’s CeBIT-fair in Hannover. The new version (DACH) is 
especially designed for the German, Austrian and Swiss markets. It has been 
developed upon request from German car manufacturer BMW AG, which has been 
selling TripLogPRO since 2007. Several other companies also showed great interest in 
TripLog DACH-version during the fair. 
  
TripLogPRO is a drivers log system that automatically registers GPS-positions and driving 
data from the vehicle. Since 2007, TripLogPRO has been sold under the BMW brand as an 
original accessory, mainly through their German distribution network. The need for a new 
version in Austria and Switzerland has increased, since Switzerland have implemented new 
legislation regarding reporting of company car usage for companies and independent 
business people.  
 
The new TripLog system attracted interest from several other companies during the CeBIT-
fair, including proposals from one of Germany’s largest electronics distributor to possibly sell 
throughout the country. 
 
–“ Sales of our drivers log systems on the German-speaking markets are increasing, mainly 
because of the new legislations on company car usage. We’re satisfied with the outcome of 
the CeBIT-fair, especially since several other companies showed great interest in the new 
version of TripLog. It’s a bit premature to discuss potential deals, but overall we’re very 
positive about our future development on the German-speaking markets”, says Magnus 
Greko, managing director of Opus. 
 
This press info is also available in Swedish at www.opus.se   
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Opus in Brief:  
The business idea of Opus Group is to develop, produce and sell products within Automotive Test Equipment, Fleet 
Management and Wireless Vehicle Inspection for the global market. The products include emission analyzers, diagnostic 
equipment, brake testers, wheel alignment, electronic driver log systems, Fleet Management systems and systems for Remote 
OBD. The group is selling in more than 50 countries all over the world. The group currently employs 50 persons. The turnover 
2007 was 67 MSEK with a continued annual growth rate of 30-50%. Opus share is listed on First North (Stockholm Stock 
Exchange) under the ticker OPUS. 


